METHODS A systematic search of the literature was conducted. Articles related to basic science teaching at the undergraduate level in HPE were analysed using a 'transfer out'/'transfer in' conceptual framework. 'Transfer out' refers to the application of knowledge developed in one learning situation to the solving of a new problem. 'Transfer in' refers to the use of previously acquired knowledge to learn from new problems or learning situations.
RESULTS Of 9803 articles initially identified, 627 studies were retrieved for full text evaluation; 15 were included in the literature review. A total of 93% explored 'transfer out' to clinical reasoning and 7% (one article) explored 'transfer in'. Measures of 'transfer out' fostered by basic science knowledge included diagnostic accuracy over time and in new clinical cases. Basic science knowledge supported learning -'transfer in' -of new related content and ultimately the 'transfer out' to diagnostic reasoning. Successful teaching strategies included the making of connections between basic and clinical sciences, the use of commonsense analogies, and the study of multiple clinical problems in multiple contexts. Performance on recall tests did not reflect the transfer of basic science knowledge to clinical reasoning.
CONCLUSIONS Transfer of basic science knowledge to clinical reasoning is an essential component of HPE that requires further development for implementation and scholarship. INTRODUCTION Education in the basic biomedical sciences is a major component of health professions education (HPE). Since the Flexner report of 1910, 1 education in the basic sciences has been included in HPE on the assumption that it plays a role in clinical reasoning during future practice. [2] [3] [4] Recent investigations have shown that basic science knowledge does indeed have benefit for learners and practitioners in their acquisition of clinical knowledge and clinical reasoning. 5, 6 However, there has been limited discussion in the literature about the specific instructional and assessment approaches in basic science education that ensure that students will, in fact, transfer their basic science knowledge to their clinical reasoning. 7 An evidence-based understanding of approaches to the teaching and assessing of the basic sciences that are designed to optimise knowledge transfer to clinical reasoning has yet to be fully explored. 8 The transfer of basic science knowledge can be defined as the application of basic science knowledge acquired in one learning context to the solving of a clinical problem in another context. 8 The goal of optimising the transfer of basic science knowledge to clinical reasoning presents a complex curricular challenge in HPE and in the broader literature on problem solving. 8 For the experienced physician, biomedical knowledge is sometimes described as encapsulated with clinical knowledge in mental representations of diseases. 9 This clustering of symptoms into meaningful patterns based on basic science knowledge 10 provides a way of explaining symptoms simultaneously, thus facilitating clinical problem solving. 11, 12 Therefore, the value of the basic sciences in clinical reasoning goes beyond the development of static knowledge structures. Rather, basic science knowledge should also serve as the foundation for the development of dynamic mental structures to support medical problem solving.
Decades of research have demonstrated that the spontaneous transfer of basic science knowledge to clinical reasoning by learners is exceptionally difficult. [13] [14] [15] Taken in isolation, knowledge of the basic sciences, such as anatomy, biochemistry and genetics, does not provide a sufficient basis for clinical practice. Therefore, research in basic science education must explore how basic science training enables students to apply their basic science knowledge to real-world problems. However, the literature in HPE provides limited evidence regarding the effectiveness of basic science teaching methods and whether they have been successful in helping students transfer their basic science knowledge. 16 Without a thorough examination of the existing work, it is difficult to identify theories, models or best practices that might support students in the transferring of basic science knowledge to clinical reasoning. Previously, efforts have been made to review the available literature on basic science education. Kulasegaram and colleagues reviewed the literature with the intention of exploring the integration of the basic and clinical sciences in HPE. 16 Other reviews have provided instructional recommendations of which the effectiveness and applicability to HPE remain to be proven. 8, 17 However, these reviews 8, 16 did not specifically address the transfer of basic science knowledge to clinical reasoning as a learning outcome. This represents an important gap in the literature, especially given the length of time for which basic science education has been recommended as a major component of HPE. Thus, we undertook to conduct a review and synthesis of the literature on the transfer of basic science knowledge to clinical reasoning to capture the available evidence.
The identification and analysis of studies focusing on students' transfer of basic science knowledge to the activity of clinical reasoning will expand the evidence base for education and assessment approaches, and provide support for educators interested in developing best practices to teach basic science knowledge. This will also help scholars to develop conceptual frameworks and to identify future directions for translational research in this domain.
METHODS
The present study is a critical narrative review, based on a systematic search strategy, to gather evidence from the literature. By contrast with the results of a systematic review, which is designed to provide an answer relevant to a single, empirical question, we aimed to gain a richer understanding of the concept of knowledge transfer in the context of basic science education. Therefore, we analysed the results of our systematic literature search using a 'transfer out'/'transfer in' conceptual framework in order to understand if and how transfer is conceptualised and evaluated in the existing literature.
Conceptual framework: 'transfer out'/'transfer in'
The 'transfer out'/'transfer in' conceptual framework used to guide the analysis 18 is well established within the education literature and has also been used successfully in the medical education literature. [19] [20] [21] The framework identifies two major dimensions in the transfer of knowledge: transfer out and transfer in.
18
'Transfer out' refers to the application of knowledge developed in a learning situation to the solving of a new problem. 'Transfer out' exemplifies the typical conceptualisation of transfer that has been a focus of research for decades. 13 For example, a student may be presented with a clinical problem in which a patient presents with fatigue, weight gain, modification of skin colour and constipation. The student previously learned the symptoms associated with hypothyroidism through a similar case; he now applies his knowledge to diagnose hypothyroidism and solve the new clinical problem. Yet, 'transfer out' alone cannot capture the entirety of what is needed to solve new problems. It would be impossible to design an HPE programme that would provide learners with the infinite array of the problems a health professional might encounter during a lifelong practice. In theory, a professional could tightly limit his or her scope of practice to ensure a high level of efficiency in the learning and application of knowledge, and the development of highly specific routine expertise for a limited set of activities or situations. 18, 22, 23 However, this extreme level of specialisation is simply not possible in most health professions. More significantly, it runs counter to the generalist philosophy of undergraduate medical training. Ultimately, efficient problem solving requires more than the direct application of knowledge (i.e. more than 'transfer out'). Although the development of efficiency is an important skill for any health professional, practitioners will inevitably encounter unusual situations that require new learning. 18, 22, 23 'Transfer in' refers to the use of prior knowledge to facilitate new learning. 18, 24 In the context of basic science education, 'transfer in' occurs when prior basic science knowledge facilitates learning from new clinical content. For example, a student might first learn that thyroid hormones are spread in the body by the blood and interact with a multitude of organs, and that a lack of thyroid hormones results in a slowing down of several metabolic pathways affecting a multitude of organs. Knowledge of these basic science concepts might subsequently enable the student to more readily learn about Addison's disease -a lack of adrenal hormones -when he is presented with his first clinical problem or a new lecture on the topic. In this instance, the basic science knowledge could 'transfer in' and facilitate the learning of new content. Using this lens, a focus on early learning experiences that will best support future learning becomes critical in creating high-quality education. Indeed, a learner's success at 'transfer in' will ultimately positively impact 'transfer out' and therefore clinical performance. 18, 25 The 'transfer out'/'transfer in' conceptual framework provides a comprehensive analytic model with which to study the transfer of basic science knowledge to clinical reasoning. Although it is a relatively new way of understanding transfer in medical education research, 'transfer in' provides a useful way of exploring the potential value of basic science education that is often overlooked.
18,24

Search strategy
The literature search was conducted in PubMed, EMBASE, PsycINFO, ERIC (Educational Resources Information Centre), Web of Science, EBSCOhost's Professional Development Collection and CINAHL (Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature). The search was based on a comprehensive search strategy developed collaboratively with a medical informationist (MDC).
The search strategy was designed to retrieve citations from the intersection of two concept sets: (i) the basic science disciplines (e.g. anatomy, physiology), together with (ii) HPE categories associated with medicine, dentistry, nursing, pharmacy and psychology (Appendix S1). Filters were applied to limit citations to articles published between 1980 and 2015.
Targeted articles were peer-reviewed original articles related to the teaching of basic science at undergraduate level in the health professions and including the assessment of transfer as a learning outcome. Transfer as a learning outcome was defined by the assessment of the application of basic science, or the adaptation and use of basic science in relation to clinical reasoning problems. Additional inclusion criteria included the use of a comparison group, an explicit randomisation of groups, and an intervention that would typically fit within the normal curriculum (i.e. excluding interventions designed to explore extracurricular activities). Additional exclusion criteria excluded correlational studies, historical control group studies, studies with a control group at another institution, and interventions based on assessment strategies such as formative testing. These inclusion and exclusion criteria were primarily designed to ensure a focus on studies with the strongest research designs. Thus, the studies selected were most likely to be representative of rigorous scholarship focused on the development of understanding of teaching and assessment processes that have helped students in transferring basic science knowledge to clinical reasoning.
Data collection, data extraction and analysis
Following the initial database search, the titles and abstracts of retrieved citations were screened by two authors (J-MC and MDC) to identify those that potentially described an intervention in basic science instruction and evaluation of transfer as a learning outcome. Then, selected articles were evaluated for study inclusion by the same pair of reviewers (J-MC and MDC) based on full-text readings. Inter-rater agreement was 91%; all disagreements were subsequently resolved by discussion.
Pairs of trained reviewers extracted data for analyses (J-MC, MDC, JJHC, LS). Any disagreements were resolved by discussion to reach consensus.
The studies were analysed for the type of transfer explored (i.e. 'transfer in' versus 'transfer out'), the teaching approach or experimental manipulation, and the context of the intervention, including the discipline studied (e.g. physiology), the profession (e.g. medicine), and the students' level in the curriculum (e.g. Year 1). Lastly, assessment strategies and clinical reasoning learning outcomes were analysed.
Ethics
The institutional review board of the University of Illinois at Chicago approved this study.
RESULTS
Few studies reported the use of randomised controlled trials of instruction in basic sciences in HPE and clinical reasoning outcomes A total of 9803 studies were identified (after the exclusion of duplicate articles); 627 studies were retrieved for full-text evaluation and 15 were included in the review (Fig. 1) . The most common reason for rejection was lack of assessment of learning outcomes. Seventy-eight articles met all inclusion criteria and assessed learning outcomes. Of these 78 articles, 58 were rejected because they did not assess the transfer of basic science knowledge specifically as a learning outcome. Among the 20 remaining articles, five were eventually rejected because basic science knowledge transfer was evaluated with respect only to basic science problems and not to clinical reasoning problems.
Of the 15 studies included in the review that explored the transfer of basic science knowledge to clinical reasoning, 93% explored 'transfer out' and 7% (one study) explored 'transfer in' (Table 1 ). The interventions took place predominantly in medical schools (53%), especially during the early years of the curriculum (Year 1: 40%; Year 2: 33%), and in physiology courses (53%) ( Table 2) .
Instruction in the basic sciences positively impacted clinical reasoning for 'transfer out' and 'transfer in'
In the reviewed papers, basic science knowledge positively impacted clinical reasoning for 'transfer out'. These studies suggested that basic science knowledge enhanced performance in several clinical reasoning tasks. These tasks included: the explanation of the mechanisms potentially responsible for clinical features; 26 the determination of a therapeutic plan including patient information and follow-up, 27 and, more broadly, clinical problem solving. [28] [29] [30] [31] Effective teaching strategies included the curricular integration of basic and clinical sciences, 28 use of concept maps, 26, 31 analysis of clinical cases, 27,29 and use of three-dimensional virtual reality. 30 The use of a specific medium versus another did not enhance 'transfer out' (e.g. light microscopy versus projected images, 32 or CD versus lecture 33 ). For many of these studies, the descriptions of methodology and outcomes measures did not include sufficient detail to characterise the nature of the 'clinical problem solving' (e.g. 'application of important concepts of pathology to the practice of medicine' 28 and 'solve problems rather than just recall' 29 ). Similarly, the presence of confounding variables in the study design limited understanding of how interventions supported 'transfer out' (e.g. the uncontrolled manipulation of several variables simultaneously).
A small number of carefully controlled studies identified clinical reasoning tasks supported by basic science knowledge and drew inferences about how to foster 'transfer out'. First, teaching the underlying explanatory mechanisms (i.e. basic science instruction) of clinical features supported the maintenance of diagnostic accuracy over time in novice diagnosticians. A comparison of the teaching of clinical features and basic science explanations ('basic science group') with the teaching of clinical features alone showed similar diagnostic accuracy between groups at immediate testing. 34, 35 After a 1-week delay, students in the basic science group outperformed those in the other group on diagnostic accuracy. 34, 35 Participants in the basic science group (who were provided with direct relationships between clinical features and biomedical explanatory mechanisms within a single paragraph) also displayed greater diagnostic accuracy after a 1-week delay in comparison with those in groups in which basic science mechanisms and clinical features were separated in two different paragraphs. 35 The basic science group outperformed other groups both when a basic science knowledge paragraph was followed by a paragraph on clinical knowledge, and when the provision of clinical knowledge was followed by the paragraph on basic science knowledge. 35 Similar studies using oral radiology disorders showed that the effect of basic science knowledge in the basic science group could extend to immediate diagnostic accuracy in addition to gains observed in delayed diagnostic accuracy in comparison with students taught basic science explanations first followed by clinical features, 36 or students taught with feature lists or structured algorithms. 37 These positive results were explained by the authors of these studies in the light of conceptual coherence theory. 38 Conceptual coherence theory posits that learning about the underlying causal mechanisms provides students with a coherent mental representation of the clinical features of problems, and thus enhances long-term memory and transfer by making sense of the features of each diagnostic category. 38 Teaching basic science knowledge with analogies demonstrated a positive effect on clinical reasoning. Particularly, commonsense analogies as teaching examples of basic science knowledge supported 'transfer out'. 39 Students taught basic science knowledge with an analogy outperformed students taught basic science knowledge alone without analogies on immediate tests that required explanations of clinical problems. Students taught basic science knowledge with an analogy were better able to explain their clinical reasoning in new cases in a different organ system from those encountered during instruction. When tested 1 week later, the analogy group still performed better than the basic science alone group, although the differences were not statistically significant. The value of analogies may lie in their provision of support in the understanding of abstract concepts that lie below the surface details of clinical disease presentations. 39 Teaching basic science knowledge with the practice of multiple related clinical problems promoted subsequent 'transfer out'. 40 The explanation of clinical reasoning was improved when students learned basic science and practised solving problems, including in varied clinical or disciplinary contexts. This improvement in clinical reasoning was observed for both similar and new cases. The variability in the contexts of problems was identified as the most important element to enhance clinical reasoning as its effect was observed in both problems that illustrated a single biomedical concept and those that referred to multiple biomedical concepts. 40 The value of practice with multiple problems in a multitude of contexts may have helped in the identifying of the deep conceptual biomedical structure of the problems, and subsequently supported transfer.
A single study was identified as exploring the value of basic science knowledge for 'transfer in'. This study demonstrated the value of learning basic science causal mechanisms of clinical features by exploring whether they facilitate the subsequent learning of new related content (preparation for future learning). 20 This study used a 'double transfer' design. The initial phase consisted of the learning of four broad categories of neurological disorder (i.e. upper motor neuron, lower motor neuron, neuromuscular junction and muscle disorders). Students were divided into two groups in which they learned, respectively, the clinical features for each category, or the clinical features plus the causal mechanisms. Students were tested after the initial learning phase on the 'transfer out' of that knowledge to a diagnostic reasoning task. Subsequently, during 'preparation for future learning instruction', students were required to learn four specific examples based exclusively on the clinical signs and symptoms ('transfer in'). Students were then tested after the 'preparation for learning instruction' with 'transfer out' to diagnostic reasoning tasks to determine whether basic science knowledge had facilitated the learning of new clinical content. Diagnostic accuracy was * Summed percentages may exceed 100% as several professions, levels or disciplines may be represented in a single study.
similar in the two groups after the initial phase of training (categories), but students in the causal group scored higher in the diagnostic test after the 'preparation for learning instruction' corresponding to the specific diseases ('transfer out'). Learning basic science causal mechanisms of clinical features enabled students to more readily learn clinical content (specific diseases). Students first 'transferred in', learning new clinical knowledge when they were prepared to learn with basic science knowledge. The benefits in terms of learning gains were then demonstrated in a second transfer task, a 'transfer out' to diagnostic reasoning problems. Learning basic science causal mechanisms supported 'preparation for future learning' and ultimately the 'transfer out' to diagnostic reasoning. 20 Traditional assessments may lack the sensitivity to capture the value of basic science knowledge in transfer to clinical reasoning
Although no study specifically compared assessment strategies, our analysis also suggests that traditional assessments may lack sufficient sensitivity to capture the value of basic science knowledge in transfer to clinical reasoning. No benefit was observed in performance on rote memory tests, whereas differences were demonstrated in assessments of clinical reasoning. [34] [35] [36] [37] 40 If the study authors had focused solely on factual recall, no advantages of basic science training would have been captured. Even when authors assessed students' diagnostic reasoning, differences following experimental manipulations needed the effect of time 34, 35, 37 or the use of different new cases 39, 40 to uncover the value of basic science education. Similarly, a doubletransfer design was required to demonstrate the value of basic science knowledge to 'transfer in' new clinical knowledge.
DISCUSSION
Our goal was to examine interventions designed to develop the transfer of basic science knowledge to clinical reasoning in HPE. Our results indicate that there are few studies designed to evaluate the transfer of basic science knowledge to clinical reasoning. There are several possible reasons for this. Firstly, transfer -as a psychological conceptmay not be a lens through which education is typically considered by educators and researchers. Although investigators may agree that basic science knowledge is important for future clinical practice, they may be less explicit on whether a focus on transfer is desirable. Secondly, the multiplicity of objectives associated with basic science education (e.g. the development of scientific reasoning, research abilities, professional identity) might ultimately distract both faculty staff and students from preparation for clinical reasoning and practice. Thirdly, in order to teach and assess the transfer of basic science knowledge to clinical reasoning, educators must know what is relevant for practice. However, not every basic science educator will understand clinical relevance. Lastly, the emphasis on the integration of the basic and clinical sciences may have shifted our attention away from the critical dimension of transfer to clinical reasoning. 16 Integration of the basic and clinical sciences is a curricular strategy, as well as a learning goal. 41 If the difference between the instructional strategy and the educational outcome is not made clear, the focus on transfer may suffer.
Our results demonstrate a positive effect of specific strategies for teaching basic science knowledge on transfer to clinical reasoning. Teaching basic science causal mechanisms with clinical features fostered clinical reasoning for both 'transfer out' and 'transfer in'. 20, [34] [35] [36] [37] Teaching basic science knowledge with commonsense analogies as teaching examples, 39 or with the practice of multiple related clinical problems supported 'transfer out'. 40 These studies shared a common characteristic: they emphasised the deep conceptual structure of basic science knowledge to support transfer. This is critical because, to use a basic science concept in clinical reasoning, the trainee must first accurately categorise the problem as one that is appropriate to this concept. The similarity between the problem and the known basic science concept 'must be identified at the level of the deep (conceptual) structure'
8 (e.g. laminar-turbulent flow in fluid dynamics can be identified in both the cardiovascular and the respiratory systems 39 ). The educational challenge arises because novices typically identify problems based on surface structures, whereas experts 'see the problem as an underlying principle'. 8, 42 When encountering a new problem, a novice is more likely to compare it with his or her mental representation based on contextual and surface-level cues. The surface representation of the problem can be misleading and can hamper the identification of the correct basic science concept. 39 For example, faced with physics problems, experts identified conservation of the momentum, whereas novices focused on contextual details, such as an inclined plane. 43 
Implications for practice
Improving educational practice in the basic sciences requires a multifaceted approach. Faculty development is essential to improve understanding of the concept of transfer and to disseminate the instructional strategies we have identified. Indeed, the role of individual teachers is critical to the success of interventions aimed at enhancing the transfer of basic science knowledge to clinical practice. 5, 6, 44, 45 Close collaboration between basic and clinical science teachers is foundational to the clear determination of the objectives of basic science education (e.g. transfer to clinical reasoning or development of scientific reasoning), to the identifying of meaningful practical basic science knowledge, and to the selection of relevant dimensions of clinical reasoning to assess transfer through the deliberate creation of assessments that can capture impact. Further, it is essential that curriculum leaders create the curricular structures needed to nurture these practices and ensure the institutional support and resources required to foster and reward this collaboration. 45 
Implications for research
The lack of rigorous research on the transfer of basic science knowledge to clinical reasoning suggests that this is an area in which education scholarship is much needed. Few investigators have suggested productive future directions for research in this area. Moreover, the lack of theoretical grounding has limited the development of a collective understanding of what makes particular educational interventions effective or ineffective [46] [47] [48] and the characteristics of interventions that support learning. 48, 49 It is imperative that investigators begin to identify why and how their interventions worked in order to clarify which elements of instruction should be replicated across settings and interventions. 50 To this end, the 'transfer out'/'transfer in' conceptual framework 18 may present an important guide for future research. This framework extends beyond the traditional dimension of 'transfer out' to examine the issues we currently do not investigate, namely: how basic science knowledge may impact the future learning of clinical content and the development of clinical reasoning.
There are some limitations to this study. Firstly, we focused our search of the literature on controlled, experimental, randomised designs. This narrowed scope was appropriate to foster our understanding of education methods. However, interventions implemented in traditional classroom settings or clinical contexts, or evaluated using qualitative methods, by contrast with more controlled or naturalistic experimental settings, were not included and will require further research. Secondly, our definition of the basic sciences as basic biomedical sciences deeply influenced our search strategy and therefore our findings. Expanding the definition to include social sciences or human sciences might have impacted the nature of the findings. Finally, the focus on undergraduate trainees may limit the generalisability of findings; additional evidence is required for postgraduate and continuing medical education.
The effective teaching of basic science concepts requires that the transfer of basic science knowledge to clinical reasoning is recognised as a major learning goal of HPE curricula. We have demonstrated that transfer is a challenging process that deserves greater attention in order to be explained, clarified and promoted. Fostering basic science knowledge transfer to clinical reasoning requires thoughtful, theoretically grounded scholarship. Focusing on transfer to clinical reasoning is a crucial step in accessing the full advantage of basic science education in undergraduate HPE.
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